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30 In Classical Greek, theos (with feminine article) is used as well as thea for a 
goddess; cf. Loraux, 'What is a Goddess?', pp. 16--17. 

31 'Godless', coined by Ruether, is, in her own words, 'unpronounceable and 
inadequate' (Sexism, p. 46). 

32 Gimbutas, Goddess, pp. 111, 159; Raphael, Thealogy, p. 82. 
33 For example M. Daly, GynEcology (Boston, Beacon, 1978). 
34 A. West, Deadly Innocence (London, Cassell, 1995). 
35 Carmody, Mythological Woman, p. 26. 
36 S. McFague, The Body of God (Minneapolis, Fortress, 1993), p. 149. 
37 D. Ritschl, The Logic of Theology (London, SCM, 1986), p. 157. 
38 S. McFague, Models of God (London, SCM, 1987), pp. 97-180; LaCugna, God For 

Us, pp. 243-317, and Johnson, She Who Is. 
39 Against this, cf. M. Daly, Beyond God the Father (Boston, Beacon, 1973), pp. 69-77, 

and Goldenberg, Changing of the Gods, pp. 22-5, 81-4. 
40 P. Wilson-Kastner, Faith, Feminism and the Christ (Philadelphia, Fortress, 1983), 

pp. 89-119. 

Market and Religion in Postmodern 
Culture 

Lieven Boeve 

In the Western cultural environment, Christianity has become but 
one outlook on life alongside others. Moreover, in light of the 
recognition of a worldwide plurality of cultures, Western culture 
has lost its central significance. An awareness of such a plurality 
is characteristic of what is generally called 'postmodemity'. The 
postmodem consciousness of plurality, according to authors such as 
Jean-Fran<;ois Lyotard/ is the result of the decline or loss of credibility 
of the modem master narratives. In a 'modernity without illusions', 
the postmodem person realizes the futility of his or her attempts to 
control everything. Two kinds of master narratives, often bound 
to each other, clash at their boundaries: the master narratives of 
knowledge which wanted to render the whole of reality intelligible, 
and thereby technically manipulable, and the master narratives of 
emancipation (such as liberalism and socialism) which hoped to 
construct a better world. Both kinds of narratives based themselves 
on a limitless trust in human reason and were rooted in modernity's 
unfailing faith in the history of growing freedom. These master 
narratives, however, were unable to make their dreams come true; 
counter-examples (such as economic and ecological crises, the fall 
of the Berlin wall, etc.) disillusioned them. Moreover, in the wake 
of the decline of these narratives, any confidence in reasonableness, 
truth and goodness has often disappeared as well- i.e. any confidence 
in a narrative offering encompassing patterns of meaning. In fact, 
the utopia of freedom has been extinguished along with the modem 
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master narratives, while, in its search for human freedom, modernity 
irrevocably weakened existing social networks and cast doubt on 
tradition as source of meaning. 

Or perhaps not quite entirely. One narrative still remains which 
champions freedom - or at least it claims to champion freedom, 
even though it will not assert itself too strongly at a time when 
every ideology is suspect. It is a narrative that, remarkably enough, 
has found new impulses precisely in the decline of the master 
narratives and has seen therein an opportunity to establish, in an 
almost unquestioned way, patterns of integration for the human life
world which has been disintegrating into plurality. In this way, it 
could become so all-encompassing and seemingly indispensable that 
it is almost no longer noticeable and seldom thematized - let alone 
called into question. What we have in mind is the insidious narrative 
of the economization of the human life-world, the narrative that 
forces everything and everyone into the perspective of the market. 

At the same time, the decline of the master narratives has had a 
reverse movement in the disintegration of the cultural environment 
into fragments. Culture loses its integrated character and becomes 
shattered into diverse domains where rival elements stand alongside 
each other, without the possibility of overview or synthesis. This 
process has been strengthened by increasing globalization. The bits 
and pieces from one's own tradition have thus come to stand 
alongside, and even indiscriminately mix with fragments from other 
traditions. 

Because of the pernicious consequences of the modem master 
narratives, postmodemity does not lament the loss of the dream of 
the mastering subject. At first glance, the decline of the human 
dream of control seems to work in a liberating way, offering ever 
new and broader opportunities for human freedom and humanity. 
Considered in such a way, some, like W. Welsch/ are of the opinion 
that postmodem culture enables a new stage in the history of human 
liberation. Therein freedom becomes freedom of choice, where in
dividuals choose from a plurality of options according to their own 
preferences. But the multiplicity of (fragments of) traditions, frames 
of reference, modes of life and action offers no immediate orientation, 
no self-evident patterns of integration. There are no longer prescribed 
standards, norms or models; a sense that 'everything is relative' 
reigns, that the multiplicity of pieces merely stand alongside each 
other like items in a supermarket. This can be illustrated by the 
diverse forms of cohabitation, partner relationships, family patterns, 
which are not only tolerated today, but also gaining increased official 
recognition. But in the absence of standards, how are people to make 
their choices? 
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THE NARRATIVE OF THE MARKET: 'HAPPY' 
ARBITRARINESS 

In a radically pluralized culture, established life views no longer 
seem capable of assuring unity. More and more, contemporary 
culture lacks orientating patterns of integration and the narratives 
which keep the many fragments together in a meaningful cohesion. 
It is precisely at this point that the narrative of economization comes 
forward. With the absence of other narratives, it emerges as the 
ultimate pattern for integration. The narrative of the market does 
not integrate by negating pluralization as such, but by making its 
result - complex multiplicity - uniform. Irreducible plurality, which 
is imaginatively described as the cultural market, is hereby actually 
organized according to the economic logic of the market. Intrinsically 
diverse cultural fragments become formally equated with each other: 
they become market goods, consumption products, items to be 
bought and sold, according to the rule of supply and demand. 
Eventually all areas of daily life are absorbed into this market 
perspective. Today, for example, we speak casually of the labour 
market, the leisure market, the marriage market, the capital market, 
the food market, the drugs market, the educational market. Fairs, 
exhibitions and (super)markets, on the one hand, and the multimedia, 
on the other, present multiplicity as available, exchangeable and 
consumable. However diverse the products may be in their nature 
and origin, in the end they only differ in cost - in function of supply 
and demand. 

Accordingly, in and through his or her choosing, the postmodem 
individual becomes entirely reduced to a consumer in the market. 
To choose is to buy. In tum, such a reduction has enormous con
sequences for the formation of individual and group identity. The 
distinction between individuals and groups - and who does not 
want to be distinguished from another? - eventually comes to be 
expressed financially. Leisure time, body care, car, home, trips, 
activities and habits - in short one's entire lifestyle is being sold and 
bought on the market of supply and demand. Given its influence 
and power, it is not surprising that advertisement, and more generally 
the media, play such a crucial role. Lifestyles are presented as 
products; the latest novelties are marketed time and again as a 'must' 
for the up-to-date person, i.e. consumer. Consuming, participating 
in the market, becomes a value in itself in this process; and identity 
is a question of what one can afford. In other words, one is what 
one is able to purchase. 

Freedom is identified with purchasing power, but is likewise 
limited by it. In fact, this freedom results in the hollow 'happy' 
arbitrariness of the wealthy. With the absence of patterns that estab-
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lish meaning, postmodem freedom remains, after the fall of the 
master narratives, a purely negative freedom. The loosening of 
traditional links has resulted in an unrestrained freedom, in ar
bitrariness - a relativism by means of which nothing can or may be 
of more value than something else. Precisely such a relativism joins 
the narrative of the market. Where choices are arbitrary, where 
identity becomes entirely relative, the logic of the market functions 
supreme. For the narrative of economization has full interest in 
stimulating pluralization (including relativism and the loss of ori
entation). Every day the media inundate the individual with over
whelming messages, cultural fragments and incentives - a torrent 
with which no one is in a position to cope. The market's 'primacy 
of arbitrariness' becomes, in that way, the unquestioned and, as well, 
unquestionable background of life and thought. 

THE RELIGION OF THE MARKET 

What eventually counts in the hegemonic economizational narrative 
is not what is bought but that something is bought. Ultimately, the 
nature of the product purchased is unimportant- it is the purchasing 
process itself which is central, so much so that it occasionally receives 
a quasi-religious charge and the economic narrative even adopts 
religious features. New quasi-religious rituals, myths, sacraments, 
ethical codes and institutions arise and offer sacrifice to the eco
nomizing domination of the life-world: pilgrimages to Disneyland, 
stock-market gurus, bank edifices that appear like cathedrals and 
temples, the Christmas of consumption (and the consumption of 
Christmas), the myth of the self-made man.3 

Rudi Laermans, a sociologist, and Lieven De Cauter, a philosopher, 
each have scrutinized an element of the all-encompassing consumer 
society in contemporary culture and have disclosed its religious 
features. The former studied the production and consumption of 
body fashions and health fads, and concluded that health can be 
considered a new religion: the cult of beauty and of the body take 
the shape of a secular religion, especially when one places them in 
light of the increasing power of the media and the beauty industry.4 

In a similar manner, De Cauter has asserted that tourism is becoming 
an inextricable part of capitalist consumption: 'We not only consume 
food, drink, washing machines, detergents, films and books, but 
monuments and landscapes as well.'5 Moreover, the present-day 
individual stands like a tourist in life. Such a touristic consumption 
model highly influences the relationship between individual and 
environment. Cultural tourism 'unnoticeably takes the place of for
mer collective rituals and meaning-giving systems', so that indeed 
it might well be 'a new form of religiosity'.6 In and through the 
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consumption of body styles (Laermans), and of touristic curiosities 
as well as remnants from a (distant) past (De Cauter), the present
day person searches for significance, identity and meaning. The 
religious dimensions which the consumption process takes on find 
their roots here. In this manner, the only narrative which de facto 
shows that it is still capable of integrating the fragmented life-world 
receives confirmation and becomes irreproachable. 

When the market becomes religion, religions themselves become 
twofold victims of economization. First, in the name of the primacy 
of choice (i.e. arbitrariness), they become stripped of their classic 
encompassing integrative dimension, and eventually become an item 
on the religious market. A second functionalization of religion is 
more treacherous in nature: paradoxically the resistance of religion 
itself to this reduction of the whole human life-world and religion 
to market goods is utilized by the economizational narrative, pre
cisely in order to establish further the primacy of arbitrariness, doing 
so in spite of and against religion. Often, however, religion itself 
also bears responsibility for this. We shall further develop both these 
points. 

THE MARKET OF RELIGION 

The world of religions also becomes pluralized in the postmodem 
context. In so far as religions have formed master narratives, in 
analogy to or as a reaction against the modem master narratives, 
they have likewise shared in the loss of credibility suffered by 
master narratives. Moreover, in confrontation with the multiplicity of 
different (world) religions the mutually exclusive (or subordinating) 
religious truth claims have come under suspicion. All religions seem 
to be equally (un)true. Evidently, the primacy of arbitrariness is not 
far off; and the economizational narrative also weighs in. 

This has taken place because religion can still fulfil a useful 
function on the market, which operates in terms of the needs of 
supply and demand. In so far as a religious need lives in the 
individual and the community - more generally described as a 
longing for harmony, consolation, wholeness- the market fills the 
gap with an offer of religious and para-religious products which 
purport to satisfy this need. This religious market segment consists 
of pieces from older indigenous and exogenous religious traditions, 
in addition to a diversity of newer religious items. This includes a 
pluriform multiplicity of, among other things, traditional religious 
rituals and experiences, meditation techniques, positive thinking, 
faith healing, natural diets, mysticism, yoga, hydropathic cures, 
acupuncture, astrology, Jungian psychology, biofeedback, extra
sensory perception, spiritism, biological gardening, ancient myth
ologies, archaic nature cults, witchcraft, freemasonry, Cabbalism, 
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herbal medicine, hypnosis, oriental miracle books, iridology, cosmic 
kneecap massage, graphology, reincarnation therapy, clairvoyance, 
telepathy, macrobiotics, ufo-ology and the like.7 Despite the in
credible diversity, their characteristic marks are consumability, avail
ability, manipulability, exchangeability. The 'religious' person is 
deluded with images of being able to compose his or her religious 
identity according to his or her own choice. 

Traditional Christian churches, along with other religious com
munities, usually through their leaders, do not simply let this happen. 
They strongly protest against the reduction of religion to a consumer 
good. This protest must generally be situated within a broader 
movement of critical opposition to postmodem pluralization and 
relativism. Religions and church communities dispute the primacy 
of arbitrariness that ensues from these, and criticize the nihilism 
and hedonism by which the postmodem individual seems to be 
possessed. As a remedy against such cultural decay, they pose their 
own traditional truths and moral codes, and reject the dialogue with 
the present-day culture as impossible. Only a withdrawal from 
today's culture is thought to be suitable. In order to defend their 
truths and moral codes against the primacy of arbitrariness, religious 
authorities often appeal to their own authority, br to the authority 
of their tradition, especially since these can no longer be made 
culturally plausible. Church communities stand all the more in direct 
opposition to the postmodem culture of pluralization and relativism. 
But paradoxically enough, at the same time they contribute to the 
confirmation of the primacy of arbitrariness which they seek to 
reject. Through the suspension of dialogue with postmodem culture, 
churches fall back to their formerly held positions and call believers 
to obedience based on their own authority. They do so precisely 
because it is no longer the credibility of what must be believed 
which counts, but rather the pure fact that the church community 
(leaders) imposes it upon the believers. As a result, believers who 
have become aware of the plurality and of the potential for freedom 
that are contained in the fall of the modem master narratives, become 
compelled to reject postmodemity from the very outset. Many 
believers, however, do not accept this and begin to offer resistance 
within their own religious communities (or leave them), and com
plain against the otherworldly, authoritarian character of the truth 
and morality claims of their communities. 

Such intra-ecclesial discussions are widely reported in the media. 
When, for instance, the Roman Catholic hierarchy excludes women 
from the priesthood, continues to forbid the use of contraceptives, 
and silences critics who belong to its own church community, this 
regularly appears on the front pages of newspapers and in various 
news bulletins on radio and television, as well as inciting indignant 
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reactions from both believers and non-believers. Such polarizing 
news items are, after all, not only good for newspaper circulation, 
for listener and viewer ratings, but also for the levelling out of 
authority and any sense of values. Eventually, the winner is the 
primacy of arbitrariness, relativism and, thus, the market. Criticism 
of the Vatican - as in our example - and the reaction of the Vatican 
to that criticism (which not seldom confirms the criticism), cancel 
each other out in the media in such a way that the only conviction 
which remains is that neither succeeds in convincing. Matters of 
truth and value appear purely individual and subjective, never 
transgressing the bounds of private arbitrariness. Consequently, the 
discussion between culture and religion begins to function like the 
discussion between the primacy of arbitrariness and the inviolable 
authority of religious claims to truth and morality. On the market
oriented public forum, this is a fight that religion cannot win. The 
narrative of the market thus succeeds in a twofold way. Not only 
does the discussion provide sensational reading, listening and view
ing matter for consumption, but at the same time the orientation 
potential which the Christian religion can also offer in our culture 
further caves in as well.8 

Are the churches committing a purely strategic blunder by locking 
themselves up within the authority of their own narrative and thus 
jeopardizing their own credibility? Or is there perhaps more to it 
than this? 

ESCAPING THE CLUTCHES OF THE MARKET? TOWARDS A 
RECONTEXTUALIZATION OF CHRISTIANITY'S CRITICAL 

CONSCIOUSNESS 

Undoubtedly, the churches' criticisms of the overreaching eco
nomizational narrative are legitimate. But if we want to examine the 
place religion takes in the postmodem context, and whether it can 
possibly offer orientation in a fragmented plurality, we cannot simply 
put aside the postmodem sensibility that comes to be expressed in 
the loss of the plausibility of the master narratives. Cutting oneself 
off from a dialogue with postmodem culture from the outset risks 
neglecting the lessons of recent history. 

In so far as pluralization and relativism have caused the waning 
of the plausibility of the modem hegemonic master narratives, they 
cannot simply be dismissed; they do contain a potential for liberation. 
By engaging this potential, we encounter possible opportunities 
to recontextualize, culturally revitalize, and establish a renewed 
plausibility for the Christian faith: Christianity, which throughout 
its history has always sought for points of cultural and societal 
support, contextual patterns, models, images and vocabulary in 
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order to give form to its own liberating message, will perhaps 
also succeed in identifying and steering clear of the pitfalls of 
postmodernity. 

That is why Christians and their churches, when they observe 
the current culture, must look (and go) beyond the primacy of 
arbitrariness, the narrative of the market, the pluralization which 
slips into uniformization. Both the relativistic pluralism of the market, 
as well as the authoritarian religious-fundamentalistic counter
reaction, pass over that which stands out in the postmodern crisis: 
that master narratives, which hegemonically claim the truth, forget 
that the truth is not something which can be possessed or controlled. 
Human beings are not simply masters, the world not simply mas
terable. The experience of postmodernity reveals that master nar
ratives, which attempt to include or control everything, stumble 
at their boundaries because of stubborn resistances of irreducible 
residues of uncontrollableness. This awareness is also characteristic 
of postmodernity. Authentic 'postmodern' narratives will, therefore, 
be open narratives which seek to give space for what cannot be 
controlled by human beings; they will be narratives which seek to 
remain open for otherness, heterogeneity, that which cannot be 
entirely appropriated.9 The recognition of the other thereby poses a 
limit to the pretensions of one's own narrative. Postmodern narratives 
do not intend to possess the truth nor to appropriate it, but stand 
in relation to a truth which always withdraws, particularly when 
narratives want to control it. Truth is not claimed but witnessed to, 
not possessed but loved. For postmodern patterns of integration, 
plurality and relativism form the reverse side of this openness to 
the other. Christian narratives, even if they are more than once 
tempted to claim absolute truth, are perhaps in their nature open 
narratives at best. As much as God lets Godself be known in history, 
God does not let Godself be enclosed in it. A careful dialogue with 
postmodern cultural sensibility can thereby teach Christians to open 
up the space again in their own narratives for the God who is always 
greater, Deus semper major. What Christian narratives will relate to 
other postmodern open narratives is the criticism of the insidiously 
dominating narrative of the market and the primacy of arbitrariness. 
These, after all, neglect the lessons of postmodernity and become 
parasites on the consciousness that truth is never acquired, always 
precarious and never enforceable. They are mistaken when believing 
that, since truth is not to be entirely understood or grasped at, the 
distinction between true and false is given up in arbitrariness. On 
the contrary, only the one who stands open to what presents itself 
as uncontrollable truth in the midst of pluralization and relativism, 
relates correctly to the truth and finds orientation, also in the 
postmodern context, in the midst of the fragments. 10 
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in de postmodeme context', Bijdragen. International Review for Philosophy and 
Theology (1997), pp. 164-88 (with summary in English). 

Deacons and Diaconal Ministry 

Anthony Bash 

It is, of course, well known that the word which we usually translate 
as 'ministry' is in Greek diakonia and the word we translate as 
'minister' is diakonos and that from these words, we derive the words 
'deacon' and 'diaconal'. There have been numerous studies in recent 
years exploring what the Greek words mean and the extent to which 
the role and tasks of deacons are consonant with them. This article 
is an attempt to bring before a wider audience several recent pieces 
of work which seek to make a contribution to the continuing debate 
and to assess the possible impact of those pieces of work on our 
theology of diaconal ministry. 

The widely held view, expressed by W. H. Beyer in the Theological 
Dictionary of the New Testament (1964), is that the original sense of 
the word diakonos in the period of the New Testament was 'a person 
who waited at table' and that the most appropriate translation of 
the word is 'servant'.1 The view is also supported by some recent 
studies. For example, in Louw and Nida's Greek-English Lexicon of 
the New Testament Based on Semantic Domains (1988), diakonos is 
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